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Direct impact of novel technologies and their evolution into viable products for the 
benefit of the human race is the major focus of this book. It describes the fundamentals of 
cell microenvironment to bring forth the relevance of 3D cell culture in tissue engineering 
and regenerative medicine. It also discusses the extracellular matrix/microenvironment 
(ECM) and emphasizes its significance for growing cells in 3D to accomplish physiologically 
viable cell mass/tissue ex vivo. 

This work bridges the knowledge gaps between molecular-level fundamentals and 
technology applications through illustrations. It discusses the available models for 3D 
cell culture as well as the techniques to create substrates and scaffolds for achieving the 
desired 3D microenvironment. A definitive text, it can help upgrade our understanding 
about human physiology to the highest level with the scope of applying the knowledge 
for better diagnosis as well as therapeutics.  
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Preface

Cell culture is an in vitro laboratory technique widely used for

growing plant and animal cells. It is primarily utilized to learn and

evaluate cellular processes under artificial but defined experimental

conditions. Isolated cells and cell lines are enabled to grow ex vivo in

glass or plastic appliances using artificial nutrients and supplements

for targeted explorations. The composition of liquid medium is

adjusted to meet the requirement of different types of cells to be

cultured. Till now culturing cells in a flat-bottomed flask or Petri

dish where cells are allowed to expand on a flat surface, i.e., in

two dimensions has been a common practice. The technique for its

ease is now widely adopted in clinics for diagnostic purposes. Use

of cell culture techniques has not remained limited to unraveling

the mysteries of cell biology but also extended to other areas like

qualitative and quantitative assessment of metabolic activities.

The possibility of growing healthy and viable cells ex vivo led to

the human urge towards a new direction for achieving longevity by

replacing the ailing or diseased body tissues with renewed-healthy

cells and tissues. Organ transplantation has been viewed as the most

preferred choice in the state of kidney and heart failures. Tumorous

tissues also leave no choice but to be removed and if possible replace

the organ with the normal healthier ones. Replacement with healthy

normal tissues could be a better choice for cancerous tissue before

metastasis. Even after the onset of metastasis a swapping with

healthy tissue might provide a control as the source of malignant

signaling would not be there. Though, identifying an accurate match

and a willing donor has always been scarce. This led to an expedition

for generating ex vivo implants by growing patients’ own cells.

Such artificially created functional tissue is expected to replace

the diseased tissue/organ without any fear of rejection. The quest
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was stumbled upon by the fact that artificially grown cells by

conventional means are functionally unviable. Mostly they grow and

remain as monolayer, hardly rearranging and adapting a cohesive

tissue like features. It is realized that the conventional culture

methods produce the cells that may morphologically look alike

their counterpart present in vivo but almost always are functionally

compromised. In order to produce physiologically viable cells,

replicating in vivo like physical environment by providing three

dimensional (3D) spaces for the cells to grow is attempted.

This could help in improving the functional performance of the

cells while still necessitating conventional supplements. Though,

culturing cells in 3D space created through inert conventional

polymers could produce relatively better results than those achieved

by growing them in 2D culture wares yet they can barely yield

physiologically viable tissue. It is speculated therefore that a 3D

scaffold created using a biochemical mimic of in vivo like tissue

specific extracellular matrix (ECM) would lead to far more gratifying

outcomes. Thus, for generating functional cells applicable for tissue

engineering and regenerative medicine purposes we need devices

that mimic ECM both physically and biochemically. Not only that, we

also have to improve our understanding about cell-ECM dynamics

and interdependency of different cells. Cells need to be co-cultured

for achieving desired co-operative and co-ordinated physiological

outcome. Till now cells have generally been evaluated in isolation

without considering the fact that they would behave differently if

other cells are present in their surroundings, which is the case in

native tissue environment.

We are at the onset of a leap by switching over from 2D to 3D

cell-culture practices. Though there are limited devices available at

present for culturing cells in the desired ECM mimicking environ-

ment provided in 3D, we still hope for better accessibility to such 3D

culture wares in the near future. With the enormous efforts all over

the world towards culturing cells in a tissue mimicking environment

we keenly anticipate vital improvements in our understanding of

cell-biology, diagnosis and tissue engineering. Better physiological

control over artificially grown cells will certainly have its impact on

the efficiency and acceptability of regenerative medicine.
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Synopsis

This work is an attempt to bridge the knowledge gaps between

Medical need and Technology applications in a step-wise manner

through illustrations. Available models for 3D cell culture as well as

techniques to create substrates and scaffolds to achieve a desired

3D microenvironment are discussed. 3D cell culture has yet to be

adopted and exploited to its full potential. It promises to upgrade

and bring our understanding of human physiology to the highest

level with the scope of applying the knowledge for better diagnosis

as well as therapeutics.

The first chapter of the book deals with the technique of in vitro

cell culture. A brief history and how the procedure has been adopted

to its present form are described. The importance the procedure

has gained over the years and its impact in drug development

and diagnostics are also analyzed. Developments in the direction

of 3D cell culture where another dimension is provided physically

to growing cells and which ultimately revealed the limitations

associated with flat bottom culture are explained.

The second chapter is dedicated to developing an understanding

of the microenvironment that a cell or tissue is exposed to naturally,

in a physiologically viable system. An attempt is made to establish

the significance of the extracellular microenvironment (ECM) in

terms of its architecture, mechanics and biochemical behavior that

contributes to the overall molecular response of the ECM. Other

than the ECM, it is the relation of cells with neighboring cells that

has an impact on their physiological outcome. In other words, the

idea that gene expression in cells is regulated and governed less by

its metabolic activity and more by physiological and environmental

conditions is emphasized. Cells dynamically interact with their
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surroundings which dictate their internal machinery to respond.

Most often these interactions involve direct cell-cell and/or cell-

ECM contacts which differ in their molecular constitutions. The

importance of ECM is further acknowledged through the disorders

caused by the mutations in ECM related genes.

ECM understanding leads us to comprehend the natural envi-

ronment that allows the cell to remain healthy and respond in

a physiologically distinct manner. Ideas of mimicking the ECM to

impart a native tissue-like environment to the cells ex vivo are

described in Chapter 3. Different models and materials for culturing

cells in a 3D environment that are being explored are also covered.

A broad spectrum of contemporary techniques (which may not be

all inclusive) for creating 3D substrates from different schools are

discussed. Applications of ECM mimicking scaffolds go much beyond

tissue engineering (TE) and regenerative medicine (RM). They are

briefly mentioned while those in TE & RM are elaborated on.

The final chapter includes available technologies for specific

purposes with relevant technical details. The wide range of

approaches and techniques already being explored with different

targeted objectives could provide an enlightening perspective to

readers. It also presents the expanded horizon and scope for

improvements, which is expected to encourage others to come up

with fresh ideas and pursue them to contribute to the field.




